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I NEED SOMETHING 
FROM DENISON

Lena Hanrahan,
6ft tall 

I cannot keep peeing like this. We need to be doing better.

I am almost six feet tall. I recognize that this is not average, it’s far from normal, but the
bathroom situation at Denison University is abysmal. So allow me to speak for the trees, and
propose the following.

I propose that we extend the top of bathroom stalls by four additional inches because I cannot
keep making eye contact with people over these damn stall doors. I literally cannot handle this
level of personal human interaction in a public restroom. I don’t think this is a problem that
occurs to most people, considering I’m an outlier in height, but I simply cannot stare someone 
in
the eye while I zip up my jeans anymore. These people are looking at me like they’re expecting
me to invite them in. I won’t. I refuse.

While we’re on the topic of bathroom reform, the height of the Eisner Center toilets is
astounding. I freefall for like twenty three seconds before I’m sitting down in that stall. I
practically need a pulley to get back up. I’m twenty one years old, my joints are arthritic, my
arteries are full of microplastics. I don’t know who those toilets are set for, and how their joints
are so limber, but it’s getting ridiculous.

We need change.

Sincerely,
The L(ena)orax

AN EMBARRASSING REALIZATION Griffin Conley,
Recent Arianator

 This is an embarrassing one. Last semester I started to hear more and more songs by 
The Beatles and think, “hey they’re pretty good”. Over winter break, I would put on the Spotify 
playlist This is The Beatles. Around this time I heard a song I had not heard before. Those En-
glishman’s silly lyrics stuck in my head. I hummed it on my way to class, when I showered, as I 
lined up in Slayter. When the song would actually play, I’d sing along. “Imagine”. Trying to find 
this song without the help of the algorithm was difficult. Whenever I would search The Beatles 
imagine it would return Hey Jude (Incredible song). Until Wednesday. I put on The Beatles on 
shuffle and what do I hear? “Imagine”. I stopped in my tracks and opened Spotify as quickly as 
possible to learn that the song was Imagine by Ariana Grande. Now, you’re probably won-
dering, why couldn’t Griffin find it before? It’s because the actual song is by Ariana Grande and 
not 4 Englishmen from Liverpool.
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I’ve been told 
I have a glassy 

essence

Claire and Griffin,
Real Reporters, Obviously

SPRING BREAK FIVE DAYS AWAY- Local students “literally cannot wait” and have “already 
stopped going to classes.” 

HUFFMAN HAD CHEESEBURGER SOUP LAST NIGHT- Was it good? Let me know!

SPRING SEMESTER BREAKS RECORD FOR MOST DARTY DAYS BEFORE SPRING- This 
semester has officially made history as having the most recorded Saturdays and Wednesdays 
with beautiful weather and good vibes before the first day of Spring with a total of ‘at least 5 so 
far.’ Climate activists are “extremely worried” but local students are “literally so stoked.”

ICE SPICE BEGINS VEGAS RESIDENCY AS ALL FIVE SPICE GIRLS- How can she lose if 
she’s already chose? Like.

DG FORMAL KICKS OFF FSL FORMAL SEASON- Here’s to many more bus rides!

TRAVIS KELCE GUEST HOSTS SNL- Who knew Colin Jost couldn’t catch a football? Three 
tight-end jokes were made.

COCAINE BEAR SMASH HIT- Bear community disappointed by the negative portrayal.

AMC SELLING SPECIAL COLUMBIAN POPCORN AND COKE-COLA SPECIAL- Some-
how the cheapest thing on the menu.

ELIZABETH KOCH RE-ENTERS PUBLIC SPHERE- In order to fight the negative perception 
her family has acquired, Koch works even harder to be more insufferable and out of touch.

BIG LITTLE LIES RETURNS FOR THIRD SEASON- Jaime Lee Curtis joins as principal of 
Otter Bay Elementary School

*SATIRE

EAVES DROPPIN’ Anonymous

“I really hope Coors Lite wins”

“Sorry if I interrupted a sexual encounter last night”

“Can I sext him as well?”

“I’m surprised she didn’t eat that therapy dog”

“I didn’t bring a bucket, do you think that’ll be a problem for chapter?”

“I feel healthful and I feel wellnessful”

“Those rat bastards!”


